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- the arrangement of events or dates in the order of their occurrence
- Posts are published in reverse order from when they are posted (newest at the top)
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**Present of the Year**
Mon, 04/12/2010 - 11:47am — Fashion.Pink.Love

March is my sisters birthday. So its Pretty much all about her gettin "newer than new" stuff. Well i was on Craigs List one day and i liked this BMW. It was a 2001 330i. i showed it to my mom and she liked it. So the next morning we went to San Jose and Bought it just for me!!!

Fashion.Pink.Love's blog   1 comment

**Spring Break**
Mon, 04/12/2010 - 11:46am — RoniKa

WOW! Spring Break was awsome, it was just the kind of break I needed. All I did was read and sleep mostly but I did get to hang out with my friends a
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baseball
Tue, 04/20/2010 - 8:57am — student

A couple of weeks ago the corning cardinal baseball team entered in the central valley tournament. We were 4th out of 32 teams. We played two games the first day, two games the next day, and we played one game for the third and fourth places. The first day we beat are first opponent with no problem, are second opponent was a little harder but we still pulled through and we had a great win. The second day we beat our opponent and we were doing really good. For our next game we played a really good team but our hopes were high. We e

student's blog  Add new comment  Read more
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• The “Frontpage” gets the most attention

• Your posts should be worthy the attention that they get
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You must enter a title for each piece of content that you create.
• Make sure that the title is catchy and provides clues about what your post is about.
• Don’t use a generic title. Online writers like their titles to be unique so that the title stands out from all of the other content.
• Each word in the title should be capitalized.
• Make sure that you spell words correctly in the title (after all it is the first thing readers see).

The title is displayed right above your name. You want it to make a good impression.
● You must enter a title for each piece of content that you create.
● <click>
● Make sure that the title is catchy and provides clues about what your post is about.
● Don’t use a generic title. Online writers like their titles to be unique so that the title stands out from all of the other content.
● Each word in the title should be capitalized.
● Make sure that you spell words correctly in the title (after all it is the first thing readers see). The title is displayed right above you name. You want it to make a good impression.
TEASER

<!--break-->

- The teaser is basically the “introduction” of your post.
- Teasers are the first 600 letters (including spaces) of your post.
- This paragraph is normally all that is displayed on the front page.
- A reader will read your teaser and then decide whether or not they want to “read more”.
  <click>
- Try to catch the reader’s attention while at the same time providing an introduction to your topic with just enough information to get her started.
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Starting a new section here.

**TEASER**
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- To insert a break, move the cursor to the end of your teaser and hit the add break button
  <click>
- Only the text that is above the `<!--break-->` line will be displayed on the frontpage
  <click>
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When I see that it is raining my mood goes down a little bit. I don't know why but I think rain puts off a mood to everyone and it's kind of sad. I like the rain but then I don't. I don't like when it rains while we are at school because we have to walk to all of our classes and it's not like we have a big dome covering our school.

I also talked to my friend this morning and the first thing I said was "I don't like when it rains." My friend said "Yeah, I especially don't like it at school because we have to walk in it to our classes, we don't have
• You must organize your post in a way that makes your thinking clear to the reader.
• Human beings naturally categorize concepts.
• It is helpful to you (the writer) and it is necessary for the reader that your thoughts are organized into paragraphs.
• A paragraph is not a measurement.
• It is common to divide posts (like essays) into a teaser (introduction), several supporting paragraphs, and a conclusion.
⇒ You can see that reading a giant “block” of text is overwhelming <click>
PARAGRAPHING

- Organization of your ideas

- “Make the paragraph the unit of composition: one paragraph to each topic.”

- Elegance of presentation
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a very terrible decision because something that most people do not know about is that the main ingredient for muffins is sugar which kind of defeats the purpose of it being healthy and it’s sugar equivalent is to 3 ½ Rice Krispies Treats, which is very bad.

Also one very bad thing is that one of the worst frozen treat is the Toll House Ice Cream Chocolate Chip Cookie Sandwich (1 sandwich) because it’s calorie count equivalencies is to two slices of hand-tossed pepperoni pizza from Pizza Hut, which is also very bad. Also one of the worst individual snack would be the Hostess Chocolate Pudding pie has the saturated fat equivalent to 2 of the McDonald’s Quarter Pounders.

In conclusion i think that it's horrible how we need books to tell us what is healthy and also how we are being constantly lied to by the food companies and the media, advertising "healthy foods" when in reality it's not.
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- A paragraph is not a measurement.
- It is common to divide posts (like essays) into a teaser (introduction), several supporting paragraphs, and a conclusion.
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• Tags help the site organize the content and help readers find posts in which they are interested.
“TAGGING”

- Tags categorize
- Helps readers find content

- Tags help the site organize the content and help readers find posts in which they are interested.
Why You Should Dress To Impress

Why do girls worry so much about how they look? Well I know why I dress nice, I try to impress people by how I dress. I want people to get a first glance at me and think I seem like a good girl. I do have a bad record from when I was younger but I'm a young grown lady now. I know I do some silly things, and I'm kinda rebellious at times but I still would like to leave a go impression on people that haven't spoke to me. To me, it's all about first impressions and how people have a view on me.
“TAGGING”

• Tag cloud

• Tags help the site organize the content and help readers find posts in which they are interested.
• Tags help the site organize the content and help readers find posts in which they are interested.

I See America Smiling
Tue, 05/05/2009 - 6:33pm — hawknelson27

I see America smiling as two high school lovers get married,

The proud grandparents-to-be smiling at the birth of their first grandson,

The parents smiling as their baby boy learns how to use the potty,

The teacher smiling as child graduates Kindergarten,

The principal smiling as the 8th grader goes to his jr. high graduation,

The football coach smiling laughing as the junior leads his high school team to its first state title in 17 years,

hawknelson27's blog  1 comment  Read more

Man Survives Boat Crash in Cold Gulf
Fri, 03/06/2009 - 12:47pm — Dark Child
Adding A Tag:

- When you first create a post or when you are editing a post, select a word that categorizes your post.
- Tags should describe what your post is basically about.
- If you would like to add more than one tag, separate the tags with a comma.
- It is best to limit your tags to one to three.
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COMMENTS

- Audience
- Reply
- Thread
*Mr. Buran's Courses* is not a social web-site. I take the work on the site seriously and I expect the work on the site to be written with an academic intent. You should want to impress not only your teacher with your posts but the world. Readers of your writing should understand from your tone that you are taking your writing seriously and that you respect them. I don't mean that your posts have to be serious. The topics that you choose can be fun, humorous, or even silly. How you write about the topics, however, should demonstrate to the reader that you are a significant writer.
• Blogs allow writers to express their ideas to a wide audience. Academic writers make a claim about something that they believe and then support that claim using researched evidence. A claim is an opinion and must be arguable. Online readers love to read about ideas and love comment on them. In order to have a discussion, a claim must be asserted. Hopefully you will get comments from readers who agree and disagree with you.
In "academic writing" we support our own ideas (claims) with the writings of others. Research some supporting information (you are sitting in front of a computer after all). The strongest types of support are fact based. Find some statistics that reinforce your claim.

Another strong type of support is an "appeal to authority". See if you can find an "expert" on the topic who has said or written something that supports your ideas. It is also sometimes effective to make emotional appeals.

Everyone loves stories. An anecdote is a story that makes a point and is a very powerful type of support. See if you can find a personal story that supports your claim.
A great claim must have support to back it up. Readers will want to know what "proof" that you have for your ideas. Remember that like you, they will be sitting at a computer. If you don't prove that your claim is valid, a reader can refute your claim using her own research. Find a fact that has been published by an authoritative source. Find a story from someone who shares your ideas. Find an expert on the topic who has said or written an idea that supports your own.
CITATION (QUOTES/BLOCKQUOTES)

• If you have a short quote, introduce the reader to the quote then include it wrapped in quotation marks.

• If you have a longer quote, introduce the quote then wrap it in a blockquote. The site will style the information within a blockquote to add fancy in a way that adds emphasis and makes your post look more sophisticated. You may use blockquotes for shorter quotes.
When using someone else's writing to support your own ideas, you must give them credit. This is not only a courtesy but it is a requirement. Otherwise, you can be accused of plagiarism. The common way to "cite" your source is to provide a link to the website from which you got the information. Select a word from your quote and then hit the "add link" button. Copy the URL from the site where you got the information and paste it into the box brought up by the "add link" button. Ideally the word which you select will describe the page that is linked. A link will be highlighted by the web site and will be "clickable" by the reader.
Often times, poor writing gets in the way of ideas. Misspellings, incorrect grammar, and misplaced punctuation not only create a bad impression in the mind of the reader but can confuse the message that you are trying to communicate. This site has a built in spell checker. You also have the ability to preview your post before publishing. Please read over your post and fix errors before publishing. If you are concerned about catching all of the errors, have a friend or peer read over your work before posting to help you identify and fix errors.
• "Texting" language is inappropriate for a blog considering that a spell check function is available, you are sitting at a full keyboard, your post length is not limited, and the tone you want to create should be academic.
One of the wonders of using online tools is their capability to handle multimedia. Images often speak louder than words. 21st Century readers are expecting media such as photos, audio, movies, animations, illustrations, graphs, tables, etc. in posts. See if you can use the media section of the tool bar to upload, embed and link to media that will not only support your claim but add interest and style to your post.